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May 1 God is Knowledge

 
 
 

In the beginning was God before anything was made. In God was the design of all things. All things
exist as a result of His design taking on positives and negatives of who He is. All things were made
by God and for God and all things were made by the agency called His Son. His Son is His Word.
God the Father is original thought that thought out design. The Son is the prespoken Word that
carries it out. The Word existed in the precreative mind called The Father as an unspoken essence
and perfect representation of The Father. It is in this way that we have The Father. “He who has
Son has the Father also”. The Son is the invisible Word of God that carries the thoughts of God
with the power to create with the agency called the Holy Spirit of God, or the Breath of God.

 

Other ways to describe God the Father are thought, inginuety, design, understanding and
knowledge. Because God is the original designer and source of all things, God is understanding
and knowledge of all things.

This is our topic today. God is the source of all knowledge. We can know things about God as a
future coming 3rd person,  or we can receive God through knowledge. Him as He is now by
knowing how He currently is. He has given us every thing that pertains to life and god_lije_ness
through the knowledge of Him. 2 Peter 1

 
 
So God in His original essence and substance is a compilation of all to be known. He is spirit and
truth. To associate with God is to associate with this knowledge. 2 Peter says “we have been given
everything that pertains to life and godliness (god-like-ness) through the knowledge of Him who
calls us to Glory”. So God is knowledge, and we associate with Him like Him through knowledge.
We assimilate Him throigh knowing.Not just any knowledge, but knowledge of Him. And how do we
gain this knowledge? Through the agency of the Fathers Word called The Son. “In the beginning
was the Word, and the Word was with God and the Word was God, He was in the beginning with
God”.
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And "it is the God who commanded light to shine out of darkness, who has shone in our
hearts to give the light of the knowledge of the glory of God in the face of Jesus Christ".

that the God of our Lord Jesus Christ, the Father of glory, may give to you the spirit of wisdom and
revelation in the knowledge of Him,

till we all come to the unity of the faith and of the knowledge of the Son of God,

Yet indeed I also count all things loss for the excellence of the knowledge of Christ Jesus my Lord

ask that you may be filled with the knowledge of His will in all wisdom and spiritual understanding;

being fruitful in every good work and increasing in the knowledge of God;

attaining to all riches of the full assurance of understanding, to the knowledge of the mystery of
God, both of the Father and of Christ,

 

Paul said of the Jews and Romans that although they did not like to retain God in their knowledge
God gave them over to a debased mind. A mind void of God is at its core debased.

We can have knowledge of a thing maybe it's color height Statue location. We can have a
particular interest in a thing Moore's personal specifics as far as birth dates favorite colors and
such we can idolizer person by having this particular knowledge. But the idolized never connects
you with that which you idolize because that can be done from a distance in a far. Many people
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idolize celebrities you could also know somebody more specifically being like a family member.
These people you have direct contact in association with. You make it more personal. But to know
God is even something deeper. Four does a collection of all these things because we know things
about God correctly about God and we know God more intimately then any carnal Association. In
the closest or than concept we could convey is that of Adam and Eve. That Adam knew Eve and
she brought forth child. That they knew each other in this way with it was it ran a genetic transition

 
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

 

Added... In the beginning before a word with spoke was God. So before God spoke that means
there were no things  before God spoke nothing came into being. God existed alone. This is that
from the beginning that John the Apostle beckons us to. All the genetic information for all the
species subspecies plants and animals was in the mind of God waiting to be spoken. There was
God and in the beginning was the word and the Word was with God and the Word was God and
the Word was unspoken. Before a planet was put in place before the galaxies were made there
was God in the stars and planets are many but each one of their routes in each one of their
calculations axis and rotations was in the mind of God. Be more before man ever took a step on
Earth before he committed any action good or bad God saw them and predetermined them all. Not
that God committed them but God created them and allowed them for their time in their season.

So when God spoke and created these things and said on the sixth day that it was good very good
the calculations in the conclusions of all things had been predetermined and nothing was outside of
the prove a of his will.

So because of these things we can see that God in his origin is complete design knowledge
understanding engineering. And because God was the creator in the designer in the Builder of all
these things and they pre-existed in his mind as a thought God is information knowledge and
understanding. These are his invisible elements at the core of who he is.
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It is because of this that we can say God is knowledge. And for the sake of understanding the
scripture when it speaks of knowledge and knowing we are referring to this fact that God's core
element is knowledge. Not the ER than word of knowledge but a collective knowledge of all things.
This is what God is.

People say that knowledge is power? To know a thing and to know about a thing and do
understand a thing is awesome. But to know the source of these things as what we have. You can
know about a thing or you can possess a thing and we have the mind of Christ.

I think it's important to make this one point let's God be blamed. When God said out all the Cycles
circuits orbits and rotations he did not in there map out each step of man but put him in zones to be
able to try out his choices. He has given each man their own expanse to experience their alternate
reality so that they may in the end be equal to his. God did not create murderers thieves and Liars
God created people and people are partially responsible for their own making by their own choices
it's called Free Will and that's what distinguishes US above all other creations is our responsibility
for our act and our actions of which we are accountable. So when God laid out the orbits the circles
the Cycles in the seasons he did not ordained the steps of the murderer thief and liar

The sun existed with the father before he was spoken. It was when the word was spoken that there
was an extraction taken place. And very similarly if we take a ray of light and deep fry it we can
divide it in three pieces SO2 the Eternal godhead. This defragmentation is called the Father the
Son and the Holy Spirit. When the father spoke breath and word came out simultaneously. But it
was the sun being the word of God that was defragmented into pieces into time and matter this
word of God is the sacrifice of God is the defragmentation described as the bread of life that
cometh into the world and gives life to the world. So this breaking down of the word of God is the
lamb slain from the foundations of the world and just carnally scene at the cross. It is for those who
absorbed the word of God who absorb the very DNA of God in the very elements of God being the
word and be in the spirit. The two things that came out of the mouth of God are built up inside of us
and we become Godly. We are born again of word and spirit to be a kind of first fruits of his
creation. We are elementally different. The overlapping concentrix of time and space of orbits end
of everybody's alternate reality are then superseded. There are planes that break the sound barrier
and we buy the word of God break the barrier of time and elements. We fulfill the word and
ourselves that Christ spoke when he said father that they may be with us where we are. This is the
same reason Paul could write that we have been seated far above all powers and principalities with
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them. And just as a fish has gills showing it's a fish in a bird has feathers showing at flies we are
Spirit. This is why Paul the Apostle greatly grieved to his followers saying You observe days
months seasons and years I am afraid that I have labored for you in vain. He was not able to get
them to cross the time and element barrier into spirit and Truth which is the purpose of the Gospel.
That those being born above or born-again can see the kingdom of God and those who are born
again can enter the kingdom of God and we are in Christ who is the kingdom of God.

So we join in with those who have received the second coming expectation, we have passed from
judgement and we have passed death into life eternal life into the very presence and Glory being
transfigured from the glory to the glory so we do these words are for you.

Taste and see that the Lord is good. Was this then a wafer, a cracker you tasted that you like and
you return to? Or did you palette something with the spirit did you taste something somewhere else
then your mouth? Do you see what we are talking about? Then you have eyes and ears and taste
senses that are greater than a carnal nature. You have a new body. The concentrix of time in
matter cannot hold

Now thanks be to God who always leads us in triumph in Christ, and through us diffuses the
fragrance of His knowledge in every place.
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